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Abstract – We estimated heritabilities and genetic correlations for a suite of 15 characters in
five functional groups in an advanced intercross population of over 2000 mice derived from a
cross of inbred lines selected for high and low heat loss. Heritabilities averaged 0.56 for three
body weights, 0.23 for two energy balance characters, 0.48 for three bone characters, 0.35 for
four measures of adiposity, and 0.27 for three organ weights, all of which were generally consis-
tent in magnitude with estimates derived in previous studies. Genetic correlations varied from
−0.65 to +0.98, and were higher within these functional groups than between groups. These
correlations generally conformed to a priori expectations, being positive in sign for energy ex-
penditure and consumption (+0.24) and negative in sign for energy expenditure and adiposity
(−0.17). The genetic correlations of adiposity with body weight at 3, 6, and 12 weeks of age
(−0.29, −0.22, −0.26) all were negative in sign but not statistically significant. The indepen-
dence of body weight and adiposity suggests that this advanced intercross population is ideal
for a comprehensive discovery of genes controlling regulation of mammalian adiposity that are
distinct from those for body weight.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Body size, weights of various organs, adiposity, bone mineral density, heat
production, feed intake, and many other complex characters in mammals all
have a polygenic mode of inheritance and thus are expected to be governed
by the action and interaction of many genes [23, 30]. This has been amply
demonstrated in recent years with the identification of increasing numbers of
quantitative trait loci (QTL) affecting these characters [5, 6, 11, 13, 15, 26, 35,
37,43,44]. Most of these QTL studies have been conducted with mice because
of the availability of inbred strains or selected lines that are chosen or bred
for divergence in the mean of the character of interest and crossed to yield
individuals in the F2 generation with genotypic variability at a number of loci
controlling the character [14].
The QTL found in these studies often show pleiotropic effects [13,35], espe-
cially for characters that are functionally or developmentally related [8,12,34].
Pleiotropy is largely responsible for generating genetic correlations between
characters [23], with the magnitude of these correlations often reflecting the
degree of pleiotropy. A relatively high genetic correlation (+0.60) between
body weight and adiposity has been estimated in mice [20], for example, and
several studies have found that a number of QTL for body weight apparently
also affect adiposity [13,44]. Body weight itself actually is a composite charac-
ter that is expected to be correlated with many of its parts (organ weights, etc.),
and some studies have adjusted for weight to search for QTL affecting the char-
acters that are independent of overall size [37, 48, 49]. In such analyses with
adjusted characters, we would expect fewer instances of pleiotropy and gener-
ally lower levels (and perhaps different patterns) of genetic correlations than
in analyses using characters not adjusted for body weight.
Sorting out patterns of genetic correlations involving a number of body com-
position and energy balance characters is critical to our understanding of the
role genes play in the formation of complex characters [39]. Adiposity, for
example, often is associated with weight gain due to an energy imbalance in
which energy intake exceeds energy expenditure [50], and genetic correlations
of adiposity with various energy measures would be useful to test the magni-
tude of these associations. We also need estimates of the genetic association of
adiposity with weight at different ages since different subsets of QTL appar-
ently influence early and late growth in mice [11, 44, 48]. Adiposity does not
appear to be highly related to the skeletal system in mice, at least as measured
by tail length [13, 29]. But we know little of the genetic linkage of adiposity
with either bone mineral content or bone mineral density, although these bone
characters are associated with weight change in humans [46].
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The purpose of the study described in this paper was to calculate genetic pa-
rameters (heritabilities and genetic correlations) for a total of 15 characters in
five (adiposity, body weight, energy, bone, and organ weight) groups in order
to understand their patterns of genetic variability and covariability. All charac-
ters were measured in over 2000 mice from an advanced intercross population
derived from a cross of lines originally selected for low (ML) and high (MH)
heat loss [41,42]. This population was developed for an eventual fine mapping
analysis of QTL, and it was useful to first estimate heritabilities and genetic
correlations to serve as a basis for comparison with the QTL results.
In addition, we estimated these genetic parameters for the 15 characters
in order to test several expectations. Specifically, we wished to test whether
genetic correlations would be higher within than between the five groups,
as expected if the characters in each of these groups are functionally inte-
grated [8, 12]. We also were interested to know whether our overall measure
of adiposity (total body fat percentage) would be highly genetically corre-
lated with three other measures of adiposity often used to assess overall fat-
ness [44]. In addition, because our mice were derived from selection lines
whose heat loss and feed intake measures exhibited opposite patterns to that of
body fat [36,42], we predicted that the genetic correlation of heat loss would be
positive with feed intake but negative with the adiposity measures. We tested
these and other expectations, and compared phenotypic and genetic correla-
tions for all characters, adjusting and not adjusting for body weight in 10 of
these characters.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Resource population
The resource population (AIL-F11) of mice used in this study was origi-
nally derived from lines selected for low (ML) and high (MH) heat loss [44].
After 16 generations of selection, these lines achieved a divergence of ∼50%
in heat loss, or direct responses (expressed as deviations from the unselected
control line mean of 134.9 kcal/kg0.75/day) of 44.2 kcal/kg0.75/day for MH and
−27.4 kcal/kg0.75/day for ML [44]. Further, the divergence between MH and
ML was 20.6% for feed intake per unit metabolic size, and 40% for body fat
percentage, with MH mice consuming more energy while possessing less body
fat than ML mice [36]. Selection in these lines also significantly affected lit-
ter size and ovulation rate [42] as well as locomotor activity and core body
temperature [38]. Specifically, MH mice were twice as active, and had a core
temperature that averaged 0.51 ◦C higher, than ML mice.
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We first sampled mice from the MH and ML lines and inbred them via
full-sib mating for seven generations to establish inbred high (MHI) and low
heat loss (MLI) lines. An intercross of the MHI and MLI lines was then made
and continued for 11 generations to produce an advanced intercross line, or
AIL [17]. During each intercrossing generation, we used a cyclical mating
scheme in an effort to minimize inbreeding. Breeders were drawn at random
from 30 litters (30 males and 60 females) each generation, with individual
males crossed with two females that were sisters. One litter from each pair of
sisters was chosen to be reared for the next generation of breeders. At inter-
cross generation 8, the AIL was divided into two replicates and at generation 10
into four replicates. In generation 10, each mating was replicated, producing
a total of 2075 mice in 8 different groups (4 replicates each with 2 parities)
in generation 11. The production of AIL-F11 is schematically presented in
Figure 1. Pedigree information was recorded starting from the parental mating
(generation 0, G0) but in the present analysis we used information only from
generations 7 to 11 since the relative contribution of earlier generations to the
overall amount of inbreeding achieved was considered marginal.
In all generations of these crosses, mice were housed in plastic cages (limit
of 4 mice per cage) with wood-chip bedding, had ad libitum access to water
and feed (Teklad 8604), and were maintained at a temperature of 22 ◦C (rel-
ative humidity of 35−50%) and at a light:dark cycle of 12:12 hours. In the
generation 11 intercross (AIL-F11), all litter sizes were standardized to 8 pups
at birth and pups were weaned at 3 weeks of age and weighed (WT3W) in
grams on a digital scale (Mettler, Columbus, OH). Additional body weights
were taken for each mouse at 6 (WT6W) and 12 (WT12W) weeks of age.
2.2. Measurement protocols
Heat loss (HL) was measured in the AIL-F11 mice at an average
age of 13 weeks in direct, gradient-layer, individual-animal calorimeters
(Thermonetics Corporation, San Diego, CA) as previously described [41].
Heat energy was assessed as a change in the electric voltage passing through
the walls and sensors of the calorimeters. Average heat loss over a 15 h pe-
riod was adjusted for metabolic weight and time (kcal/kg0.75/day). While in
the calorimeter, each mouse was given a 3.0 g feed pellet and the amount of
feed left at the end of the measurement period was recorded.
Feed intake (FI) was measured for a period of seven days starting after
calorimetric measurement. Each mouse was individually caged and at the be-
ginning of the trial received an amount of feed equal to about two times the
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Figure 1. Production of the advanced intercross (AIL-F11) population of mice used
in this study.
average weekly consumption (∼90 grams). Feed weights were recorded in the
beginning and the end of the feed intake trial and were used to calculate feed
intake in grams calculated per day, per day per average body weight during
the feed intake trial, and per day per average metabolic body weight. Because
all three measures gave similar results in a preliminary analysis, we used feed
intake expressed per average metabolic body weight (g/kg0.75/day) to be con-
sistent with the units used for HL.
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All mice were weighed and euthanized at an average age of 15 weeks and the
entire body except the head (the subcranial region) was scanned in a consistent,
dorsal position [40] using a dual-energy X-ray absorption (DEXA) densitome-
ter (PIXImus, Lunar Corporation, Madison, WI). The DEXA measurements
estimated four body composition characters in each mouse: total subcranial
fat (FAT) in g, bone mineral density (BMD) in g/cm2, bone mineral content
(BMC) in g, and bone area (BA) in cm2. We also recorded the R values from
the PIXImus scans since this is a standard measure of “non-fat” or “lean” tis-
sue, but this measure was nearly perfectly negatively correlated with FAT and
was therefore eliminated as redundant. After each mouse was scanned, we
dissected and weighed (all in grams) its brown adipose tissue (BAT), right
hindlimb subcutaneous fat pad (SCF), right gonadal (male) or perimetrial (fe-
male) fat pad (GF), spleen (SPLEEN), liver (LIVER) and heart (HEART).
Altogether, 15 characters were analyzed: 3 body weights, heat loss, feed
intake, the 4 DEXA phenotypes, and 6 fat pad and organ weights. There
were some original technical problems with the PIXImus that were eventually
solved, but this slightly reduced the sample size for several of the characters
from the original total of 2075. In addition, occasional mice were missing or
died prematurely, some characters could not be measured, and a few recording
errors were discovered (some were correctable) after screening. As a conse-
quence, the total sample sizes for each character varied from 1935 for the three
bone characters (BMD, BMC, BA) to a maximum of 2040 (see Tab. I).
2.3. Statistical analysis
The data for all 15 characters were fitted to an animal model with multiple-
trait derivative-free restricted maximum-likelihood (MTDFREML) proce-
dures [4, 24] in order to estimate genetic and environmental components of
variance/covariance. Several fixed classification effects (including sex) and co-
variates were included in this model. Preliminary analyses were run for the
separate sexes, but genetic parameter estimates for males and females showed
high congruence and thus we combined both sexes in this analysis. Besides
sex, groups (4 replicates × 2 parities), the inbreeding coefficient of the indi-
vidual, and the inbreeding coefficient of the female parent (dam) were used
as classification effects for all 15 characters. The inbreeding coefficients were
calculated by MTDFREML as continuous variables for individuals and dams
that assumed several values from 0 to 0.219, making it convenient to convert
them to discontinuous dummy variables for use rather than treat them as con-
tinuous covariates in the model. For HL, two additional classification effects
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were used for each mouse: its age when the heat loss measurement started, and
the specific calorimeter unit number it was placed in for this measurement.
In addition for HL, the amount of feed left after the calorimeter measurement
was used as a linear covariate. For the 10 characters measured from DEXA
(BMD, BMC, BA, FAT) and dissections (BAT, SCF, GF, SPLEEN, LIVER,
HEART), the age at sacrifice and the day of dissection were included as classi-
fication effects. These 10 characters also were analyzed both with and without
body weight at sacrifice as a covariate (linear or quadratic as appropriate) to
determine the effects of adjustment for the overall weight of the mice on the
variance/covariance estimates. Throughout the analysis and discussion below,
adjusted characters are indicated with an ‘a’ superscript (e.g. BATa).
Beyond these fixed classification and covariate effects, the basic animal
model included additive (direct) genetic effects, and two uncorrelated random
effects: maternal (dam) effects and litter effects. The dam effects assessed both
maternal genetic and maternal environmental sources of variance and covari-
ance that affected all pups from both replicate litters produced by each dam.
The litter variable identified each individual litter produced by a dam, and as-
sessed any random environmental sources of variation/covariation among pups
in a specific litter that were not accounted for by effects due to dams. We tested
for significance of dam effects by calculating the difference between twice
the log likelihood values obtained in MTDFREML runs conducted with and
without this effect, and comparing this difference with the critical value for
chi-square associated with 1 degree of freedom (3.84). Where effects due to
the dam were not significant, we reran analyses without these effects. In im-
plementing this model with the MTDFREML program, multiple starts were
used to ensure that the algorithm was achieving a global rather than a local
maximum.
For each of the 15 characters, MTDFREML estimated additive genetic, lit-
ter, dam (if significant), and residual environmental variances that also were
expressed as a proportion of the total phenotypic variance. Although narrow-
sense heritabilities (additive genetic variance/total phenotypic variance) of
each character were of greater interest than environmental components of vari-
ance, it was also useful to discover how much of the remaining environmental
variance was common/not common to litters. Standard errors for all compo-
nents were estimated by the delta method [19].
Estimation of phenotypic and genetic correlations also was done in MTD-
FREML for each of the 105 pairwise combinations of the 15 characters. The
MTDFREML program was especially suitable for this since it can handle two
characters that have different combinations of classification effects, covariates,
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and/or random effects. To estimate standard errors of the genetic correlation es-
timates, however, the program required that the samples be identical for both
characters. We therefore used only those mice for which all 15 characters, clas-
sification effects, and covariates were present (sample size = 1766). Once all
correlations and their standard errors were calculated, we calculated t statistics
and their probabilities which then were evaluated with the sequential Bonfer-
roni procedure [25, 47] to determine statistical significance.
The phenotypic and genetic correlation matrices were compared with
Mantel’s permutation test [18] in which one of these matrices was randomly
permuted a number of times and a test statistic (Kendall’s tau coefficient) cal-
culated for each permutation. The null hypothesis of no similarity was then
rejected if the number of test statistics with values equal to or greater than that
calculated from the original matrices was less than 5% of all values obtained.
This permutation test also was used to test for genetic integration within the
five functional groups of characters by constructing a theoretical connectivity
matrix consisting of 1s for all within-group correlations and 0s for between-
group correlations and permuting this with the genetic correlation matrix. Re-
jection of the null hypothesis in this case would suggest that the within- and
between-group correlations differed and that there is significant morphological
integration [7, 10].
3. RESULTS
3.1. Basic statistics and variance components
Table I gives the sample size, mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of
variation for each of the 15 characters after adjustment for all classification
effects and covariates (including body weight at sacrifice) appropriate for each
of these characters. The mean heat loss of 140.4 kcal/kg0.75/day is slightly
higher than the 134.9 value estimated by Nielsen et al. [44] for mice in the
control lines in their selection experiment. The larger standard deviations are
generally associated with characters with larger means, although coefficients
of variation suggest that the bone characters (BMDa, BMCa, BAa) have the
lowest amount of variability whereas BATa, SCFa, GFa, and SPLEENa have
the highest variability. WT3W, WT6W, WT9W, and HL also were measured
in all mice in the F2 generation produced from crossing the MHI and MLI
lines, and the means for these characters (Tab. I) are comparable to those in the
AIL population.
Table II shows the genetic and environmental component estimates for
the 15 characters, including estimates made with and without adjustment for
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Table I. Basic statistics for the 15 characters. Sample size (N), mean, standard devia-
tion (STD), and coefficient of variation (CV) for each of the 15 characters (with their
units in parentheses and their abbreviations) used in the analysis. Standard deviations
reflect variability in each character after adjustment for all appropriate fixed effects
and covariates (see text). a = adjusted for body weight at sacrifice. Means for four
characters from the F2 population generated from crossing the MHI and MLI lines are
given in parentheses.
Character (units of measure) Abbreviation N Mean STD CV
3-week body weight (g) WT3W 2027 14.4 (16.5) 1.8 12.8
6-week body weight (g) WT6W 2035 28.6 (29.2) 2.4 8.5
12-week body weight (g) WT12W 2040 33.5 (32.8) 2.9 8.7
Heat loss (kcal/kg0.75/day) HL 1973 140.4 (135.7) 16.1 11.4
Feed intake (g/kg0.75/day) FI 2001 83.9 14.1 17.8
Bone mineral density (g/cm2) BMDa 1935 0.06 0.003 5.6
Bone mineral content (g) BMCa 1935 0.73 0.048 6.5
Bone area (cm2) BAa 1935 11.77 0.57 4.9
Total body fat (g) FATa 2038 4.37 0.59 13.4
Brown adipose tissue (g) BATa 2033 0.05 0.010 22.9
Subcutaneous fat pad (g) SCFa 2040 0.13 0.032 25.5
Gonadal fat pad (g) GFa 2040 0.16 0.064 40.3
Spleen weight (g) SPLEENa 2034 0.11 0.025 22.1
Liver weight (g) LIVERa 2036 1.69 0.14 8.2
Heart weight (g) HEARTa 2035 0.18 0.024 12.9
body weight for the 10 DEXA and dissection characters. Heritabilities av-
erage 0.56 for the three body weights, 0.23 for the two energy characters,
0.48 for the three bone charactersa, 0.35 for the four measures of adipositya,
and 0.27 for the three organ weightsa. All estimates are significantly differ-
ent from zero after appropriate adjustment for multiple comparisons with the
sequential Bonferroni procedure [47]. Estimates tend to be highest in mag-
nitude for the three body weight characters and two of the bone characters
(BMDa and BMCa, but not BAa), but low to moderate in magnitude for the
remaining characters. Heritabilities estimated without adjustment for body
weight all are higher (mean = 0.45) than those calculated with this adjustment
(mean = 0.39), this increase being particularly noticeable for BMD, BMC,
SPLEEN, LIVER, and HEART.
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Table II. Estimates of heritabilities, litter effects, maternal effects (where significant), and residual environmental effects± their standard
errors for all 15 characters (a = adjusted for body weight at sacrifice) expressed as a proportion of the total phenotypic variance. Values
in parentheses are estimates (standard errors not shown) of these same effects in characters not adjusted for body weight at the time of
sacrifice.
Character Heritability Litter Effect Maternal Effect Residual Environ.
WT3W 0.57 ± 0.156 0.27 ± 0.048 0.16 ± 0.078 0.00 ± 0.085
WT6W 0.53 ± 0.137 0.06 ± 0.022 0.11 ± 0.055 0.30 ± 0.093
WT12W 0.58 ± 0.087 0.09 ± 0.025 0.33 ± 0.073
HL 0.20 ± 0.058 0.10 ± 0.026 0.70 ± 0.049
FI 0.27 ± 0.067 0.06 ± 0.024 0.67 ± 0.056
BMDa (BMD) 0.53 ± 0.085 (0.65) 0.00 ± 0.022 (0.00) 0.47 ± 0.075 (0.35)
BMCa (BMC) 0.68 ± 0.090 (0.85) 0.00 ± 0.021 (0.00) 0.32 ± 0.080 (0.15)
BAa (BA) 0.24 ± 0.076 (0.26) 0.04 ± 0.028 (0.06) 0.72 ± 0.063 (0.68)
FATa (FAT) 0.36 ± 0.085 (0.44) 0.06 ± 0.029 (0.05) 0.58 ± 0.070 (0.51)
BATa (BAT) 0.28 ± 0.072 (0.34) 0.03 ± 0.025 (0.02) 0.69 ± 0.060 (0.64)
SCFa (SCF) 0.38 ± 0.081 (0.40) 0.04 ± 0.025 (0.03) 0.58 ± 0.069 (0.57)
GFa (GF) 0.36 ± 0.082 (0.38) 0.04 ± 0.026 (0.06) 0.60 ± 0.069 (0.56)
SPLEENa (SPLEEN) 0.22 ± 0.065 (0.33) 0.03 ± 0.025 (0.03) 0.75 ± 0.055 (0.64)
LIVERa (LIVER) 0.38 ± 0.087 (0.55) 0.06 ± 0.030 (0.04) 0.56 ± 0.072 (0.41)
HEARTa (HEART) 0.20 ± 0.061 (0.35) 0.02 ± 0.023 (0.00) 0.78 ± 0.052 (0.65)
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Litter effects (Tab. II) contribute on average 6% of the total variance of the
15 characters, but are statistically significant only for the three body weight
characters (especially WT3W) and HL. Maternal (dam) effects are significant
only for the early body weights (WT3W and WT6W) and are shown only
for these two characters where they make sizeable contributions. Except for
WT3W, residual environmental effects contribute the bulk of the environmen-
tal variance for the characters (mean = 0.54) with a high of 0.78 for HEARTa.
Residual environmental effects average 60.5% for the DEXA/dissection char-
acters adjusted for body weight, although this mean decreases to 51.6% when
these characters are not adjusted for body weight. Because of the generally
low to moderate proportional contributions of heritabilities and litter variances,
residual environmental effects account for the largest proportion of the total
variance for 10 of the 15 characters.
3.2. Phenotypic and genetic correlations
All genetic correlations between each pair of the 15 characters, calculated
for the 10 DEXA/dissection characters adjusted (above diagonal) and not ad-
justed (below diagonal) for body weight, are presented in Table III. Stan-
dard errors are not given because of space considerations, but averaged 0.175
(range 0.020−0.250) for correlations of characters adjusted for body weight
and 0.149 (range 0.018−0.257) for correlations of characters not adjusted for
body weight. Genetic correlations indicated in bold print reached significance
(P < 0.05) after sequential Bonferroni evaluation.
Genetic correlations calculated for the weight-adjusted characters range
from −0.65 to +0.98, with a mean of absolute values of 0.31 over all char-
acters and also among only the 10 DEXA/dissection characters (Tab. III).
Roughly equal numbers are positive/negative in sign, with negative correla-
tions being especially conspicuous for the adiposity characters. Correlations
within groups generally were higher (mean of absolute values = 0.58) than
those between groups (mean = 0.26), this difference reaching significance
(P < 0.0001) in Mantel’s permutation test. Noticeably high values are seen
among the three body weights and the four fat characters although none of
the correlations of FATa with the other three fat characters (0.85, 0.82, 0.93)
reaches 1.0. As earlier hypothesized, the genetic correlation of HL is positive
in sign with FI (+0.24), and negative in sign with FATa (−0.17), but neither
value is statistically significant. Corresponding genetic correlations calculated
for the 10 DEXA/dissection characters without adjustment for body weight are
predominantly positive in sign and are consistently higher in magnitude with
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Table III. Genetic correlations estimated for each pair of the 15 characters (above diagonal) and for 10 of the 15 characters without ad-
justment for body weight at sacrifice (below diagonal). Correlations in bold print are statistically significant (P < 0.05) after sequential
Bonferroni adjustment.
WT3W WT6W WT12W HL FI BMD BMC BA FAT BAT SCF GF SPLEEN LIVER HEART
WT3W 0.61 0.75 0.18 –0.01 0.20 0.36 0.49 –0.29 0.03 –0.13 –0.40 –0.50 –0.24 0.27
WT6W 0.98 0.24 –0.08 0.49 0.55 0.40 –0.22 0.10 –0.05 –0.35 –0.44 –0.28 0.46
WT12W 0.36 0.04 0.61 0.53 0.05 –0.26 0.02 –0.18 –0.32 –0.07 –0.16 0.47
HL 0.24 0.19 0.12 –0.19 –0.17 –0.11 0.06 –0.08 0.48 0.15 0.26
FI 0.02 0.16 0.41 –0.65 –0.35 –0.45 –0.61 0.18 0.30 0.17
BMD 0.39 0.67 0.70 0.27 –0.06 0.10 0.43 –0.07 –0.30 –0.14 –0.22 0.24 0.19 0.14
BMC 0.61 0.77 0.78 0.46 0.00 0.96 0.72 –0.36 –0.39 –0.30 –0.37 0.14 0.12 0.32
BA 0.86 0.72 0.66 0.02 0.29 0.73 0.88 –0.62 –0.49 –0.53 –0.45 –0.19 –0.20 0.46
FAT 0.50 0.70 0.58 0.10 –0.61 0.46 0.43 –0.01 0.85 0.82 0.93 –0.03 –0.08 –0.43
BAT 0.25 0.51 0.43 –0.01 –0.36 –0.07 0.12 0.03 0.84 0.95 0.72 –0.15 0.20 –0.15
SCF 0.30 0.57 0.44 0.19 –0.45 0.27 –0.07 –0.07 0.96 0.95 0.71 0.02 0.17 –0.18
hl GF 0.27 0.47 0.32 0.12 –0.67 0.22 0.25 –0.19 0.92 0.81 0.75 –0.09 –0.33 –0.51
SPLEEN 0.13 0.39 0.52 0.54 0.10 0.56 0.54 0.28 0.35 0.10 0.33 0.16 0.42 –0.05
LIVER 0.52 0.75 0.81 0.32 0.11 0.66 0.56 0.56 0.53 0.40 0.48 0.27 0.85 0.18
HEART 0.82 0.77 0.77 0.44 0.28 0.49 0.65 0.78 0.25 0.17 0.23 0.04 0.40 0.63
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a mean of absolute values of 0.45. Many more of these correlations involving
the adjusted characters reach statistical significance, including some with the
three organ weight characters.
Phenotypic correlations between each pair of the 15 characters, calcu-
lated for the 10 DEXA/dissection characters adjusted (above diagonal) and
not adjusted (below diagonal) for body weight, are presented in Table IV.
Standard errors averaged 0.023 (range 0.015−0.024) for correlations of charac-
ters adjusted for body weight and 0.022 (range 0.015−0.024) for correlations
of characters not adjusted for body weight. Estimates for phenotypic corre-
lations shown in bold print reached significance (P < 0.05) after sequential
Bonferroni adjustment. Phenotypic correlations among the weight-adjusted
characters range from −0.44 to +0.79, with a mean of absolute values of
0.19 (0.18 for DEXA/dissection characters). As with the genetic correlations,
there are roughly equal numbers of positive and negative phenotypic cor-
relations (59+, 46−), with many of the negative correlations involving the
measures of fat. Corresponding phenotypic correlations calculated for the
10 DEXA/dissection characters without adjustment for body weight are pre-
dominantly positive in sign and are consistently higher in magnitude with a
mean of absolute values of 0.27.
In general, genetic correlations tend to be higher than their respective phe-
notypic correlations. However, the element-wise Pearson (matrix) correlation
of phenotypic with genetic correlations of each of the 95 pairs of characters is
0.87, which is highly significant (P < 0.0001) as judged by Mantel’s permuta-
tion test. This suggests that the patterns of phenotypic and genetic correlations
among the characters are quite similar.
4. DISCUSSION
The advanced intercross population of mice used in this study provided
a unique genetic background for analysis of genetic variability and covari-
ability of traits related to body weight, body composition and energy bal-
ance. The original ML and MH selection lines from which this population
was derived exhibited a large divergence in heat loss with the ML mean =
107.5 kcal/kg0.75/day and the MH mean = 179.1 [44]. Moody et al. [37] ex-
ploited this diversity by crossing these lines (MH X ML and MH X C57BL/6)
to produce two different populations, the analysis of which showed nine pu-
tative heat loss QTL on seven different chromosomes. Collectively, these
QTL accounted for 28% of the residual variance for heat loss [37], approxi-
mately representing the realized heritability estimated by Nielsen et al. [41].
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Table IV. Phenotypic correlations estimated for each pair of the 15 characters (above diagonal) and for 10 of the 15 characters with-
out adjustment for body weight at sacrifice (below diagonal). Correlations in bold print are statistically significant (P < 0.05) after
sequential Bonferroni adjustment.
WT3W WT6W WT12W HL FI BMD BMC BA FAT BAT SCF GF SPLEEN LIVER HEART
WT3W 0.59 0.53 0.11 0.04 0.13 0.23 0.20 –0.08 0.04 0.01 –0.15 –0.16 –0.08 0.10
WT6W 0.79 0.11 –0.04 0.31 0.41 0.29 –0.10 0.00 –0.05 –0.14 –0.16 –0.20 0.15
WT12W 0.17 –0.06 0.31 0.36 0.12 –0.06 0.00 –0.07 –0.02 0.02 –0.15 0.17
HL 0.04 0.08 0.02 –0.04 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.13 0.06 0.06
FI 0.14 0.20 0.13 –0.44 –0.13 –0.35 –0.41 0.11 0.27 0.17
BMD 0.24 0.42 0.47 0.11 0.10 0.59 –0.20 –0.05 –0.08 –0.19 –0.14 0.12 0.09 0.04
BMC 0.41 0.61 0.61 0.14 0.11 0.78 0.56 –0.35 –0.22 –0.34 –0.41 0.06 0.00 0.13
BA 0.36 0.47 0.43 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.69 –0.43 –0.20 –0.36 –0.41 –0.08 –0.12 0.12
FAT 0.30 0.49 0.55 0.11 –0.38 0.25 0.19 –0.02 0.34 0.73 0.77 –0.11 –0.19 –0.16
BAT 0.16 0.23 0.23 0.05 –0.13 0.05 0.02 –0.06 0.42 0.34 0.29 –0.07 0.05 –0.03
SCF 0.24 0.33 0.36 0.12 –0.34 0.09 –0.06 –0.10 0.84 0.41 0.62 –0.08 –0.08 –0.13
GF 0.18 0.35 0.43 0.10 –0.39 0.10 0.02 –0.12 0.84 0.37 0.68 –0.08 –0.19 –0.15
SPLEEN 0.11 0.25 0.36 0.19 0.08 0.29 0.30 0.13 0.17 0.04 0.10 0.12 0.29 0.02
LIVER 0.26 0.55 0.64 0.16 0.14 0.29 0.44 0.27 0.37 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.60 0.07
HEART 0.31 0.35 0.37 0.10 0.13 0.20 0.33 0.27 0.12 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.18 0.33
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The heritability of heat loss calculated in the AIL-F11 population was some-
what lower (0.20), but does not differ significantly from 0.28. The AIL-F11
population therefore appears to have reconstituted the large level of genetic
variability for heat loss (and presumably other traits) comparable to that origi-
nally generated from the divergence of the ML and MH selection lines.
4.1. Genetic and environmental variances
Environmental sources of variation in the models for genetic parameter es-
timation included maternal effects, but these were significant only for body
weight in mice three (WT3W) and six weeks of age (WT6W). This is not
surprising since many previous studies have shown that maternal effects are
highest for body weight in young mice or rats and tend to decline with
age [2, 9, 31, 32] although they can persist through adulthood [16]. Because
all 13 other characters in this study were measured in mice 12 or more weeks
of age, maternal effects presumably had declined to the point where they no
longer reached significance. Litter effects were significant for the three body
weight characters as well as for HL, although their contribution to the total
variance was low for all characters except WT3W. Most of the environmental
variance in characters measured in these adult mice therefore was residual in
nature, and was not associated with differences among the dams or individual
litters.
Heritabilities were generally well estimated, with standard errors less than
0.10 for all characters except body weight at three (WT3W) and six weeks of
age (WT6W). These two characters showed heritabilities of 0.53 and 0.58, val-
ues higher than comparable estimates for young mice found in some previous
studies with outbred populations [9, 22, 31, 32]. On the other hand, Cheverud
et al. [11] discovered that QTL identified from an intercross of the Large and
Small inbred strains accounted for 56% and 62%, respectively, of the variation
in body weight in mice three weeks and six weeks of age. The number of QTL
controlling body weight increased with age, and rather separate QTL were
found to control early (3 to 6 week) versus late (6 to 10 week) growth [11,48].
Presumably there are many QTL contributing to the genetic variance in body
weight in the AIL-F11 population we used as well, and in fact four such QTL
were identified by Moody et al. [37] in their analysis of body weight in a mouse
population created from a cross of the MH line with C57BL/6.
Apart from body weights, the highest heritabilites were seen for BMDa
(0.53) and BMCa (0.68). Heritabilities for these characters calculated with-
out adjustment for body weight were even higher (0.65, 0.85), suggesting that
both BMD and BMC have a genetic association with body weight. These high
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heritabilities are consistent with comparable estimates made from inbred strain
comparisons and QTL studies in mice; for example, Beamer et al. [3] calcu-
lated a broad-sense heritability of 0.57 for BMD in mice generated from a
C57BL/6J X Cast/EiJ intercross. Broad-sense heritability estimates for BMD
in humans typically are in the 0.6 to 0.7 range [1], so clearly BMD is a
highly heritable character. The heritability for bone area (BAa) was much lower
(0.24), and this is somewhat surprising given its positive, moderate to high
phenotypic and genetic correlations with BMCa (although not BMDa). This
character is quite different than the other two bone characters, however, repre-
senting the total post-cranial area of the skeleton scanned by DEXA as opposed
to its estimated mineral density or content.
Most of the other characters had low to moderate heritabilities. Feed in-
take (FI) showed a heritability of 0.27, and this is within the range (0.20
to 0.30) used by Nielsen et al. [42] to calculate genetic correlations for this
character with heat loss in the original selection study with the MH and ML
lines. The magnitude of the heritability of feed intake conventionally has been
expected to be similar to that for heat loss [41]. Heritabilities for the four
weight-adjusted adiposity measures ranged from 0.28 to 0.38 (0.34 to 0.44
when calculated without adjustment for body weight), and again these values
generally are in line with similar estimates made for various fatness charac-
ters in mice [13, 21, 22, 29, 44]. Heritabilities for the three weight-adjusted
organ weights tended to be rather low, although all three estimates increased
considerably when these characters were not adjusted for body weight. This
was particularly true for LIVER which showed the highest heritability (0.55)
among those for the three organ weights, presumably reflecting the fact that the
genetic correlation of W12W is higher with LIVER than with either SPLEEN
or HEART (Tab. III). Kramer et al. [29] also discovered a higher heritability
for liver weight (0.45) compared with heart or spleen weight (0.20, 0.26) in
their mouse population derived from an intercross of the Large and Small in-
bred strains. Jones et al. [27] estimated the heritability for liver mass as 0.53,
and for liver mass: body mass as 0.52, in the original base population used to
derive the MH and ML lines.
The heritability estimates made for the 10 DEXA/dissection characters
without adjustment for body weight all were higher than those made with
adjustment for body weight, and this seems to be associated with the mag-
nitude of the genetic correlation of each character with 12-week body weight.
Thus the Pearson correlation of the difference between heritabilities for the
10 characters estimated with and without adjustment with the genetic correla-
tion of each of these characters with body weight is 0.61 (P = 0.06). The only
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exception to this trend appears to be for bone area which shows little differ-
ence in heritability estimates whether adjusted/unadjusted for body weight in
spite of the moderately high genetic correlation of BA with W12W (+0.66).
Elimination of this one character in fact increases the correlation describing
this association among the remaining nine characters to 0.78 (P = 0.013).
4.2. Genetic correlation patterns
The genetic correlations among the 15 characters varied considerably, al-
though their overall absolute mean was relatively low, especially for the char-
acters calculated with adjustment for body weight (0.31). As evidenced by
the significant result in Mantel’s test, these correlations did tend to be higher
among characters within groups than between groups, and this was especially
noticeable for the body weight and adiposity groups. Genetic correlations
among body weight measured in mice at different ages have generally been
quite high, especially between estimates for the closest age groups [29, 33].
Genetic correlations of body weight in 6- and 12-week-old mice were mod-
erately high with both BMDa and BMCa, and at first glance this seems rather
surprising since these bone characters were adjusted for body weight. Adjust-
ment occurred for weight at sacrifice, however, not for earlier weights, and
perhaps again this result may reflect the relatively independent genetic control
of body weight at early versus later ages [11, 44]. BMD and BMC themselves
were highly genetically correlated when not adjusted for body weight (0.96),
so it might be expected that they would show similar trends with body weight.
The genetic correlations among the four adiposity characters were relatively
high (ranging from 0.71 to 0.93) and are comparable to estimates previously
made among different adiposity characters in mice [22]. But none of the three
genetic correlations of FATa with BATa, SCFa or GFa approached unity, sug-
gesting that the three fat pad measures are not entirely adequate substitute mea-
sures of overall fatness. The genetic correlation of 0.82 of FATa with SCFa, for
example, implies that FATa shares only about 2/3 (0.822 = 0.67) of its ge-
netic variance with SCFa. Pomp [44] reviewed several QTL studies that used
different measures of adiposity, and showed that the QTL discovered often de-
pended on the particular measure used. This sort of result may be due to factors
such as statistical detection failure, sexual dimorphism in fat characters and/or
measurement at different ages [44]. Clearly we need to know more about the
interrelationships among these characters since they evidently are not all the
same and assess different aspects of adiposity.
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Three of the four weight-adjusted adiposity measures exhibited a negative
genetic correlation with heat loss, and that of HL with FATa (−0.17) is close to
the −0.14 to −0.08 range estimated by Nielsen et al. [42] for this association.
We had predicted that adiposity and heat loss should be negatively genetically
correlated because mice in the MH and ML selection lines from which the
AIL-F11 population was derived exhibited opposite patterns of heat loss and
body fat percentage [36, 42]. Although all four genetic correlations are quite
low in magnitude, Moody et al. [37] found some preliminary evidence of pos-
sible common QTL for both FATa and BATa with HL in mice derived from a
cross of the MH line with the BL inbred strain, indicating that these characters
are not entirely independent.
The genetic correlations of weight-adjusted adiposity with 3-, 6- and 12-
week body weights were generally negative, but were all positive in sign when
adiposity was not adjusted for body weight. While this trend was expected
given the known association of body weight with adiposity [44], it was some-
what surprising that the genetic correlations of unadjusted adiposity with body
weights were only moderately high in magnitude. The highest genetic correla-
tion of SCF with body weight (WT6W), for example, was 0.57, a value con-
siderably less than that of 0.92 found by Kramer et al. [29] for weight of the
reproductive fat pad (equivalent to GF) and body weight at sacrifice. However,
we used body weight at sacrifice only as a covariate and not as a dependent
variable in our analysis, and presumably the genetic correlations of these adi-
posity measures would have been higher with body weights at these later ages
rather than at the earlier ages. It is also possible that the genetic association
of adiposity with body weight in mice from the AIL-F11 population may be
less than that for the Large X Small intercross population used by Kramer
et al. [29], especially since it originated from the MH and ML selection lines
of mice which did not show a significant divergence in body weight [42].
FATa exhibited a noticeably high negative genetic correlation with FI, and at
first glance this seems counterintuitive since we would typically expect a pos-
itive genetic association between raw feed intake and overall fat [22]. We as-
sessed feed intake by adjusting raw FI by metabolic body weight, however, and
this measure of FI exhibited a correlated response opposite to that shown by
fat percentage in the ML and ML selection lines [42] from which the AIL-F11
population was derived. A negative association of FATa and FI therefore might
be expected in this population, and if real, it would be particularly interesting
to know if there are QTL that affect FATa in one direction and FI in another
(antagonistic pleiotropy), or whether there are combinations of QTL with neg-
ative and positive effects on these two characters. With regard to FI itself,
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we predicted that it would be positively genetically correlated with HL. In
fact we found a positive genetic correlation of +0.24 for these two characters,
a value that is only slightly less than the +0.27 to +0.40 estimates made by
Nielsen et al. [42] from the MH and ML selection lines.
Genetic correlations among weight-adjusted characters within the body
weight, adiposity, and bone groups were much more prominent than those
within the metabolic (HL with FI) and especially the organ weight group where
none of the three values reached statistical significance. In fact SPLEENa,
HEARTa, and LIVERa showed no significant genetic associations with any
characters, suggesting that these organ weights are largely independent from
the other character groups. Mice in the MH selection line tended to have larger
liver, spleen, and heart weights compared with mice in the ML or control lines,
presumably because of their greater energy intake and expenditure [36], so
some association might have been expected with HL and/or FI. But even when
not adjusted for weight at sacrifice, the three organ weights showed significant
genetic linkages only with characters in the bone and body weight groups.
Consistent with this, Leamy et al. [35] found a number of QTL in a backcross
population of mice that affected (unadjusted) organ weights or limb lengths in-
dependently of each other, but also five QTL that pleiotropically affected both
sets of characters.
4.3. Correlation congruence
Phenotypic correlations between each pair of the 15 characters were cal-
culated primarily to test their similarity with the genetic correlations both in
magnitude and in pattern. The magnitude of the genetic correlations (mean of
absolute values = 0.31; mean of squared values = 0.146) generally was greater
than that for the phenotypic correlations (mean of absolute values = 0.19,
mean of squared values = 0.066), as typically has been found in these compar-
isons [7, 28]. Cheverud [7] surveyed 41 pairs of phenotypic and genetic cor-
relation matrices, and found that the mean of the squared genetic correlation
was 0.49, higher than the mean of the squared phenotypic correlations (0.29).
Among those studies with larger effective sample sizes, however, this disparity
reduced to 0.06 [7], which is similar to the 0.08 difference between the squared
correlations among the 15 characters in this study. Koots and Gibson [28] sam-
pled over 1000 sets of correlations and also found that the difference between
phenotypic and genetic correlations decreased as the precision of the estimates
of genetic correlations (as assessed by their standard errors) increased.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The production of the AIL-F11 population of mice from the original MH
and ML selection lines was successful in preserving a significant level of ge-
netic variability for all 15 characters analyzed in this study. Although the her-
itabilities for several of these characters were fairly low, all estimates were
consistent with results from a number of previous studies involving inbred and
outbred mouse strains. Genetic covariance patterns also were as expected, with
higher correlations among characters within compared to between groups, and
with HL being positively associated with FI but negatively associated with the
various adiposity characters. There appeared to be considerable independence
of adiposity with body weight, suggesting that the AIL-F11 population is an
ideal one for a comprehensive QTL study aimed at identifying genes for adi-
posity that are independent from those affecting body weight. Such a study
should be successful in locating QTL for these and other characters such as
those analyzed in this study, and it might be expected that a number of these
QTL will show pleiotropic effects on two or more of these characters. Further-
more, this AIL has now progressed into its 16th generation. Accumulation of
additional recombinations in the population will enable finer-mapping of QTL
and potentially assist in cloning of the underlying genes.
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